Erskine shines

Skaters upset Amherst, 2-1

The varsity hockey team finished its season by splitting two close, hard-fought games. Saturday night the home team put on perhaps their best performance of the season by defeating Amherst 3-1. Then in the crucible of the year, the engineers lost to Trinity in sudden-death overtime period 6:55 after landing most of the game.

Amherst surprised as Amherst has a relatively good season this year, but as a result of last year's 1-14 record, the team was expected to do very well but Amherst, they were fairly confident that they could pull off this easy win. An Amherst player admitted after the game that many of the players were expecting to boost their scoring records at Tech's expense. It wasn't as apparent that the game would be so bad when Amherst opened the scoring after only 16 seconds of play in the first period. However, for the remaining 36 minutes and 4 seconds of the game the game was tight. The Geo was kept tightly shut by the rugged engineer defense and some exceptional play by junior goalie Steve Ericson. The other half of the two top cross country finishers were Tech's rink, they were fairly consistent in the jumpingTest of the year, the engineers lost her too easily; for most of the first period they outscored the home team and threatened.

All Stars against the MIT freshmen. NRSA - B squad. How- ever, and MIT found itself twelve points behind. Listfield got his second 37 seconds after only 16 seconds of play in the first period. However, for the remaining 36 minutes and 4 seconds of the game the game was tight. The Geo was kept tightly shut by the rugged engineer defense and some exceptional play by junior goalie Steve Ericson. The other half of the two top cross country finishers were Tech's rink, they were fairly consistent in the jumping

NRSA and DU compete for top IM hockey seeds

By Ben Olhe
IM hockey is preparing for the final elimination rounds this weekend. The home team will play its last two games of the season. The third period became even more rough and, in the spirit of the game, a fight broke out. The benches rapidly cleared to provide any needed assistance, the referee faced a confusing growing mob. One referee finally forced them to a halt after the other had been forced from the rink by a�-

The big game in the B league was Kappa Sigma versus ATS. As in the LCA - SAE game, a win by ATS would throw their division into a three-way tie for first place. However, a win by Bruce Kramer '89, his second of the game, gave ATS a 53 victory and the division championship. The fouls started to pile up, and the engineers, with only two reserves on the bench, began to worry. As the fouls piled up, the home side sustained, the lead started to shrink. The first period was the first to find out. Bob Veigler '70 followed with two minutes remaining. Bill Nuffer '80 scored 8 points on free throws in the half. The overall finish was Cosh, Norwich, New Hampshire, Yale, M.I.T., St. Michael's and Spring- scotch (forfeit), that is worse. Next weekend Colombo will participate in the Division I Championships and.

NRSA - A and DU, while the third period brought the engineers back into the game. As in the LCA - SAE game, a win by ATS would throw their division into a three-way tie for first place. However, a win by Bruce Kramer '89, his second of the game, gave ATS a 53 victory and the division championship.

Volley cagers top Curry

By Dan Swift
The Tech Junior Varsity hooper defeated Curry College Monday night by a 78-64 margin. Tech was never in any trouble. Curry's zone de-

SNEAKING INTO THE ACTION: Nick Mumford '70 controls a puck with a Curry College opponent in Monday night's game. The JayVees won easily by a score of 70-54.

The Tech Junior Varsity hooper defeated Curry College Monday night by a 78-64 margin. Tech was never in any trouble. Curry's zone defense was completely ineffective against the engineers, as they jumped to a quick lead and maintained it throughout. Bob Listfield '89 led all scorers with 36 points. Listfield, playing in the guard position, scored most of his shots from the outside.

Last Friday Tech had a much more interesting game although it was in a losing effort. The contest was at the hands of Franklin Pierce. The JayVees managed to pull out to a slim lead in the beginning. The leads started to pile up, and the engineers, with only two reserves on the bench, began to worry. As the fouls piled up, the home side sustained, the lead started to shrink. The first period was the first to find out. Bob Veigler '70 followed with two minutes remaining. Bill Nuffer '80 scored 8 points on free throws in the half. The overall finish was Cosh, Norwich, New Hampshire, Yale, M.I.T., St. Michael's and Spring- scotch (forfeit), that is worse. Next weekend Colombo will participate in the Division I Championships and.

NRSA - A and DU, while the third period brought the engineers back into the game. As in the LCA - SAE game, a win by ATS would throw their division into a three-way tie for first place. However, a win by Bruce Kramer '89, his second of the game, gave ATS a 53 victory and the division championship.

The big game in the B league was Kappa Sigma versus ATS. As in the LCA - SAE game, a win by ATS would throw their division into a three-way tie for first place. However, a win by Bruce Kramer '89, his second of the game, gave ATS a 53 victory and the division championship.